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Abstract
This paper presents a vectorized matrix parameters encoding aspect for an
evolutionary computer vision approach to procedural tree modeling. A serialized fixed-size floating-point encoded tree parameter set consists of a set
of auxiliary local and other global parameters. The main goal of paper is to
lower problem dimensionality needed for encoding local parameters.
For evolution simulation, differential evolution algorithm is used. The
optimizer evolves a parameterized procedural model by fitting a set of its
rendered images to a set of automatically preprocessed reference photo images. The reconstructed tree morphology is then used for reconstructed tree
animation, to generate similar geometrical tree models based on similar morphology. Examples of reconstructed model animation are shown, such as
simulation of its growth, sway in the wind, or adding leaves.
Keywords: Evolutionary Computer Vision, Tree Modeling, Morphology
Reconstruction, Differential Evolution, 3D Procedural Models
1. Introduction
In this paper an approach to modeling of three dimensional trees by iterative reconstruction in using evolutionary computation, image processing, and
computer vision is presented. An evolutionary algorithm through optimization process iteratively extracts per-tree features of reference images, i.e. the
morphological model parameters. The model parameters in this paper use a
new encoding, where vectorized auxiliary local branch parameters are used
to condense and represent the matrix parameters of the branches.
This approach encompasses a three dimensional modeling of geometrical
computer models for woody plants, i.e. natural trees, using automated iterative reconstruction of their procedural model. Such tree model is used in
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computer animation and its modeling can be complex, therefore it is beneficial to try addressing it by automatic parameterization. Using the approach,
modeling complexity is reduced by automating the parameterization of several model parameters. Initially, this three dimensional approach to automatic modeling of trees using single-objective optimization was introduced
in [108], and its multi-objective extension in [103]. For evolution simulation,
the differential evolution algorithm is applied as a single-objective and/or
multi-objective optimizer. Now, this evolutionary approach is extended and
presented in the view of computer vision and image processing, and improved
in aspects to image processing, initialization, and vectorized parameters encoding. Main new contributions of this work with comparison to previous
works [108, 103] are:
• a new vectorized (more compact) genotype encoding aspect of tree
representation is used for local parameters,
• a library of initial tree procedural models is used for a memetic initialization of first population, to use as much heuristic pre-knowledge on
the problem at hand, and therefore speed-up the convergence,
• a real tree imagery is used (versus rendered reference image, used in
previous works [108, 103]),
• two photographic images at two different view angles are used as a
set of reference tree images in assessment of the approach (versus only
one, shown in previous works [108, 103]; the approach however could
allow arbitrary number of reference images by supplying more different
projections),
• image preprocessing: input image alignment with background information filtering is proposed, which detects main tree trunk at bottom and
follows tree structure to segment it from background,
• the proposed approach improvement using new encoding aspect needs
less space to encode a solution compared to the original approach without these changes (i.e. improved compression), and is useful even to
reconstruct procedural models based on photographs of real trees, and
• post-processing abilities of the approach are discussed and displayed,
such as animations and further editing of branch features like branching
and leaves.
Main advantages of this extended reconstruction approach over related
existing approaches to image-based modeling are:
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• compared to [2, 113, 30, 65], this approach includes more morphological
structure within the model, enabling certain fairly simple post-effects,
animation, and nonetheless, further editing of the final built (geometrical) model and specialized for trees, such as adding leaves and changing
other branch features,
• compared to [9, 5], this approach enables three-dimensional procedural
model reconstruction, whereas the former only considers two dimensions,
• compared to [95, 100], this approach is guided by more domain-specific
reconstruction success, whereas models in the former are more openly
evolved, and
• compared to [60, 88, 16, 71, 51, 101], this approach does not need a
user to interactively sketch a visual hull for the reconstructed tree and
is more general.
In the following section, related work about procedural woody plant models, image-based approaches to modeling, evolutionary optimization using
differential evolution, and background on this tree rendering method and
its parameterization is presented. In the third section, enhancements to reconstruction of parameterized procedural tree model approach are proposed.
The fourth section proposes further extensions to the approach, regarding
tree animation, i.e. the post-processing abilities of the reconstructed procedural model for tree animation. The fifth section presents processed images,
rendered reconstructed models, and their animation examples using postprocessing abilities. Conclusions with guidelines for further work are given
in the sixth section.
2. Related Work
This paper mainly relates to three research areas, which are separately
explained in the following. First, procedural woody plant models enable brief
tree spatial model description and also enable post-processing on the built
model, i.e. tree morphological structure dynamics such as growth simulation,
wind sway animation, and adding of leaves. Second, image-based approaches
to modeling is stirred possibly by reference natural images to build models;
and when combined for evolutionary computer vision, can iteratively develop
models rendered similar to the reference images. Third, differential evolution,
by following the image-based approach, is used to drive the optimization
process towards viable reconstructed model by properly estimating its model
parameters.
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2.1. Procedural Woody Plant Models
To model tree geometry, many techniques for description and construction
exist today. Manually designing a tree structure and its leaves is a tedious
task, since in a general purpose geometrical modeler, each branch and leaf
position, rotation, size, and texture must be appointed. Therefore rather,
procedural tree models are used for assistance, and several techniques for
procedural models are available today. An individual tree species model is
created from a procedural model by parameterizing the procedural model.
Various procedural models have certain specific features and differ mostly by
various types of branching structure construction [69, 51]. The construction
techniques differ for the level of detail [4, 11, 75], branch development process
flexibility [78], pretentiousness of modeling [39, 98], space [62], and time
complexity [62, 85, 7] in addition to the animation ability and representation
of the built three-dimensional model. The majority of these techniques help
determine visible properties of the final three-dimensional model, such as
rotation of branches around their central axes. Some of these properties
are biologically inspired by phyllotaxis, i.e. the main influence on the tree’s
architecture [76].
Prusinkiewicz and Lindenmayer [69] created trees using biologically motivated models with L-systems [49], applicable for high detail usage. They
introduced a visual representation of rewriting strings into L-systems, which
were composed using context sensitive grammars. Visualization was similar to LOGO turtle [64] principle: drawing geometrical elements of a string
representing the tree topology. This technique was very flexible and several
improvements were made with it, e.g. [10]. The down side of this technique
is pretentious realization of a good modeler and therefore also the modeling
itself, which requires user to know the domain specific language for definition
of grammars for rewrite rules. Interactive modelers are emphasized in recent
years for this technique [50, 51]. Using L-systems, also ecosystem modeling
was addressed [24, 48, 63]. Beaumont and Stepney [9] later presented an
approach for reconstruction of L-system procedural model from a rendered
image of a fairly simple reference L-system model.
Holton [39] created trees using a biologically inspired strand model. Thickness of branches and proportions between branching angles are determined
directly with internal rules in the model. Strands flow along branches and
divide without splitting single strands. Branches with single strands carry
leaves. Strand distribution determines branch thickness and their lengths.
User enters number of strands along tree, proportions between branch lengths
and branching angles to parameterize the procedural model. Certain attractors influence the branching structure, e.g. central trunk uprightness, gravimorphism, phototropism, planartropism, and phyllotaxis. Upside of this
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model is the mentioned automatic calculation for thickness of branches and
certain proportions. A downside is that user still needs to enter a huge
amount of numerical data which diminishes the flexibility of the model. Interestingly, Holton concludes the paper with a future work vision where one
of the most interesting possibilities involves treating the parameter sets as
if they were genes, where species would be “evolved” by repeated mutation
and/or mating.
Weber and Penn [98] represented the tree model using simple geometry,
without development of branching topology. They define 40 different types
of numerical tree parameters. Some of them (such as branching) are defined
separate for each branch locally, i.e. separate for 1, 2, 3, and higher levels. The branches in this model are rendered by cones. For all branches
in same levels, a branching angle, branch length proportions, and thickness
for branches are entered. This model presents wind sway animation, branch
cutting to predetermined volume, and progressive level of detail rendering.
Wind sway is defined as random branch rotation along branch axis, where
each branch has some starting sway offset angle. This model was also further
extended to enable a fast animation of realistic trees [99], where dynamics of
a planar and spatial model was optimized by two parallel conjugate-gradient
solvers to allow wind impact animation or insertion of a growth obstacle.
Real-time visualization and animation of multi-part objects also gained
much attention recently [7], with tree animation as an important motivation.
Habel et al. [35] addressed wind animation guided by physical model of a tree
with stochastic motion synthesis. Kim and Cho [44] considered time efficient
modeling of trees for real-time virtual ecosystems where botany-based selforganizing with a hierarchical structure is used to compute tree morphology
under various external factors, such as light, physical obstacles, and other
trees.
We incorporated a procedural model for woody plants in our EcoMod
framework [109, 104]. Our model is based mainly on the Holton [39] and
Webber-Penn [98] models. The trees designed with this model are foliage or
coniferous trees, with very different branching structures. Each branch and
each leaf can be animated in real time, by growth of a tree or its sway in
the wind. By slightly modifying the parameters we can achieve computer
animation of trees and thereby create a large number of geometrical models
from a single procedural model [109, 104].
2.2. Image-based Approaches to Modeling
Image-based approaches to modeling include processing of images, e.g. twodimensional, from which after segmentation certain features are extracted
and used in a geometrical model [71, 36]. In medical imaging, treelike shapes
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reconstruction is being addressed [86, 15, 27]. In [89] animated artwork is
evolved using an evolutionary algorithm. For image classification, automatic
feature extraction is also addressed [6]. In [82], particle swarm optimization
is used for continuous edge detection. Automatic evolutionary rendering has
also been applied for art drawings [8]. Agarwal et al. [2, 30] reconstructed a
3D scene with photographs collections matching. Pepik et al. [65] proposed
some more morphological information into reconstructed models, i.e. to enable post-processing of the scene using deformations on the recognized scene
parts. Munoz et al. [56] addressed modeling a scene by co-infering from
multiple inputs, where the samples also included tree and bush background
scenery. Image registration [19] is also an interesting research area connecting
computer vision with evolutionary computation; where search strategies are
distinguished in two different image registration approaches: 1) matchingbased image registration and 2) transformation parameters-based image registration. The survey [19] covers different approaches to the problem using
evolutionary computation and finds that De Falco et al. [22] (which use a
basic differential evolution for image registration) and Santamarı́a et al. [81]
(which use memetic approaches) achieve the best performance in all the considered medical IR problems and provide outstanding results in terms of
performance and robustness compared to other approaches in all runs and
on all problems considered. Kowaliw et al. [46] included an evolutionary
approach into creative design promoting in their EvoEco approach which assists the human aesthetic selection process to generate aesthetically pleasing
images.
Image-based approaches have the best potential to produce realistically
looking plants, since they rely on images of real plants [83, 60, 88, 16, 71,
101]. Reche et al. used a reconstruction algorithm to design morphologic
structure of trees using volumetric density integration [74]. Physiology of
trees is designed and assessed in [66] as an application of remote sensing, to
estimate tree crown volume. Individual tree identification as a texture was
also addressed in [80]. In [16] the topology of basic branches is given and the
algorithm recursively adds similar branching structure.
Hyyppa et al. in their review [41] classify laser scanning applications for
forest inventory data extraction based on tree features detection. They classify the methods in categories, such as: extraction of terrain and canopy
height model; feature extraction approaches (canopy height distribution and
individual-tree-based techniques, techniques based on the synergetic use of
aerial images and LiDAR, and other new approaches); tree species classification and forest growth using laser scanner; the use of intensity and waveform
data in forest information extraction.
Von Mammen and Jacob [95] used swarm L-systems to generate auto6

matically self-organizing plants. Their approach incorporates principles of
morphogenesis [90], multi-agent systems [26, 34, 87], co-evolution, and interactive design. Their genesis has had no implicit goal, such as reconstruction
of tree morphology using computer vision.
However, little work has been done to design trees from images without
user interaction using EA-based reconstruction. Beaumont and Stepney [9]
presented an approach for reconstruction of a procedural model, but their
procedural model was only two-dimensional, similar to the work of Ashlock
et al. [5]. Therefore, we have extended their reconstruction approach to the
domain of a three-dimensional procedural model suitable to model woody
plants without user interaction. We can note that the approach of Beaumont and Stepney [9] is time-consuming, and scaling reconstruction to three
dimensions will greatly increase the problem complexity. In the following
sections, we will present our approach to three dimensional modeling of trees
using reconstruction by evolutionary computer vision.
2.3. Evolutionary Optimization using Differential Evolution
Evolutionary computation, as a newer philosophy of machine intelligence [29] and part of computational intelligence [25], includes evolutionary optimization, implemented by evolutionary algorithms [23] which utilize stochastic techniques and mimic evolution [92], to optimize e.g. mathematical programming problems [31]. Within evolutionary algorithms, differential evolution (DE) [84, 68] is a floating-point encoding evolutionary algorithm [38]
for continuous global optimization. Its performance over other evolutionary algorithms [13] mainly lie in floating-point encoding and a good combination of evolutionary operators, also elitist selection, and the mutation
step size adaptation. Since it has been proposed by Storn and Price [84],
it has been modified and extended several times with various versions proposed [91, 106, 70, 110, 20, 58, 54, 57, 59, 21], and its algorithm family
members won several evolutionary algorithm competitions [111, 14]. Recent
DEs have also been introduced by Wang et al. [96], Gong et al. [33], Islam
et al. [42], Ghosh et al. [32], Jia et al. [43], Piotrowski [67], and Cheng et
al. [18]. DE has also been applied to remote sensing image subpixel mapping [112], image thresholding [72], parallel problem solving [97, 17], and
plant molecules modeling, including metabolites, proteins, genes, and protein
complexes [52], constructing plant defence responses [53]. Optimization using
DE was also introduced for multi-objective optimization [1, 77, 105, 107, 28].
Multi-objective optimization has many application areas, among them is also
object detection [40]. Neri and Tirronen in their survey on DE [59] concluded
that, compared to the other algorithms, a DE extension called jDE [12], is
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superior in terms of robustness and versatility over a diverse benchmark set
used in the survey. Therefore, we choose to apply jDE in this approach.
2.4. EcoMod, Procedural Tree Rendering, and Its Model Parameterization
In this section, our procedural tree model and its parameterization in
the EcoMod framework are presented. A user of the tree model must enter a
minimized set of parameters and then the underlying procedural model helps
further designing a tree by automatically determining positions, rotations,
sizes, and textures for several thousand branch segments and leaves. Each
branch and each leaf can be animated in real-time to show growth of a tree or
sway of a tree in the wind. The tree models designed with the tree modeler
can be foliage or coniferous trees with very different branching structures.
To render trees for our reconstruction approach, we use our geometrical
procedural model EcoMod [109, 102, 104]. Each tree is modeled by designing parameters of a procedural model. The set of parameters in our tree
procedure is based on those of Holton [39] where we distinguish between vector and scalar parameters, but we add modeling of vector parameters by
condensed auxiliary graphs. The vector parameters are branching structure
of strands (branching complexity), branch angles, ratios between lengths of
sub-branches, and gravitation impact. The scalar parameters of the model
are height and thickness of base tree trunk, wind impact, and leaf size and
density. Using these vector and scalar parameters the geometrical tree model
is recursively built and texturing is then reduced or added for tree building
parts.
Now we can give parameters in our EcoMod tree model. The EcoMod tree
model is based on Holton and Weber-Penns tree models, but with a different
parameterization. For the EcoMod tree model, some of the parameters from
Holton model [39] are excluded. Also, some parameters are added to support
wind sway animation and level of detail like in Weber-Penns model [98].
From Weber-Penns model, the ideas of rendering trees by cones (frustums)
and limiting subbranches recursion are used. The rest of the EcoMod model
is based on Holton model, where orthotropism kog,w (modeled by negative
gravimorphism), phototropism kp , plagiotropism kpg,w , and writhe factor kw
(in ecosystem rendering [104] exchanged for rotation along trunk axis), are
excluded to simplify it. Also the relative branch lengths of Holton model
mg,w
and Mtg,w are made independent of t and so modeled together as same
t
values for both types of branches t, minor and major. The actual branch
lengths ng,w
and Ntg,w are exchanged for branch scaling factor klg,w . With
t
the changes listed above, the following parameters are also used for our tree
model:
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Figure 1: Geometric structure of a branch with several cones. Left, is a cone rendered by
a 4-side frustum, and right, by a 15-side frustum. The inner branch parts are rendered
with frustums, the final branches (branches having one strand only) with pyramids.

• mg,w – lower bound of subbranch relative length compared to basic
branch (same for both subbranch types, minor and major, hence the
branch type parameter t ∈ {minor, major} is omitted),
• M g,w – upper bound of subbranch relative length compared to basic
branch (same for both subbranch types, minor and major, the branch
type parameter t ∈ {minor, major} is omitted thereby),
• klg,w – branch length scaling factor,
• ltype – leaf distribution type,
• ρl – leaf density,
• ll – leaf size,
• tbark (tleaf ) – bark (leaf) texture identification,
• lLOD – level of detail simplification for tree structure,
• ws – undirected wind intensity,
• kf – branch elasticity for wind sway,
• wg – directed wind intensity, and
• w – main direction of directed wind blowing.
While Holton model uses NURBS as geometrical building blocks, we render branches as a sequence of frustums (Fig. 1), like in Weber-Penn model.
Reason for this is speed gain and possibility for interactive design with fast
animation.
Let us now list the parameters of our model. The global parameter values
and their intervals are:
• the number of strands S between 0 and 5000,
• the height of base trunk l00,0 between 0 m and 10 m,
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• the coefficient of branch thickness kd between 0 and 0.05,
• the gravicentralism kc between 0 and 1,
• the phyllotaxis angle αp between 0◦ and 360◦ ,
• the density of leaves ρl between 0 and 30,
• the size of leaves ll between 0 and 0.3,
• the speed of (un)directed wind wg , ws between 0 and 10, and
• the leaf distribution ltype with choices: Spiral, Stacked, Staggered,
Bunched, and Coniferous.
The local parameters, dependent on branch order (g, w), are calculated
as:


1
g,w
g w
ks = max min {ks ks , 1} ,
,
(1)
2
where ksg,w ∈ [ 21 , 1], auxiliary parameters are ksg ∈ [ 21 , 1] and ksw ∈ [0, 2],
αg,w = min {αg αw , 180◦ } ,

(2)

where αg,w ∈ [0◦ , 180◦ ], auxiliary parameters are αg ∈ [0◦ , 180◦ ] and αw ∈
[0, 2],
g,w
g w
αm
= max {min {αm
αm , 180◦ } , −180◦ } ,
(3)
g,w
g
∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ] and
where αm
∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ], auxiliary parameters are αm
w
αm
∈ [0, 2],
M g,w = M g M w ,
(4)

where M g,w ∈ [0, 20], auxiliary parameters are M g ∈ [0, 10] and M w ∈ [0, 2],
mg,w = mg mw ,

(5)

where mg,w ∈ [0, 20], auxiliary parameters are mg ∈ [0, 10] and mw ∈ [0, 2],
klg,w = klg klw ,

(6)

where klg,w ∈ [0, 20], auxiliary parameters are klg ∈ [0, 10] and klw ∈ [0, 2].
The branch order (g, w) dependent local parameters are expressed using matrices. Sizes of matrices are dependent on g ∈ {0, ..., Dg = 15} and
w ∈ {0, ..., Dw = 50}, where the final used values in branching are g = Dg −1
and w = Dw − 1. Therefore, the matrices include Dg Dw elements, which are
encoded by 750 real-coded scalar values. The limit values Dg = 15 and
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Dw = 50 were determined based on preliminary experiments and are sufficient for trees with ten and more thousand of strands. The matrix parameters are: strand distribution ksg,w , branching angle αg,w , actual branch length
limits mg,w and M g,w , branch length scaling factor klg,w and gravimorphism
g,w
. To express a matrix parameter, two auxiliary parameter vectors can
αm
be used, where the first is dependent on Gravelius order and the second on
Weibull order. To get a certain matrix parameter element value at index
(g, w), values at the indices of Gravelius and Weibull auxiliary vector elements are multiplied and scaled by coefficient and bounded within defined
interval limits for certain parameter. The feasible intervals are as follows:
for strand distribution, ksg,w part of strands (between 0 and 1), for branch
rotation αg,w , number of degrees (between 0 and 180), for branch lengths
mg,w and M g,w , meters (between 0 m and 4 m), for branch length scaling
g,w
klg,w , scaling factor (between 0 and 4) and for gravimorphism αm
, degrees
◦
◦
again (between -180 and 180 ). The values of matrix parameters are also
limited to the bounds of defined feasible intervals: when a value exceeds a
bound, it is fixed to the bound value.
g,w
∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ],
For our model, gravimorphism is adjusted with angle αm
which joins gravimorphism and tendency of growing upwards, dependent
on value sign. To compute each branch rotation vector for gravimorphism
dependent on global coordinate system, an inverse matrix M−1
m is updated
with each branching. For major subbranch, the update is a multiplication of
matrices for inverse rotation transformations R:
g,w
−1
M−1
m;1 = Ry×ym (−αm )Ry (−αp )Rz (−α1 )Mm;0 ,

(7)

where ym is a downwards vector of global coordinate system, represented
in local coordinate system of some branch and y is a vector in y-axis in
current local coordinate system. With vector product of these vectors, a
perpendicular vector to both, y × ym (see Fig. 2), determines the rotation
axis for a branch. By rotation around the latter vector, the branch segment is
rotated (the branch is bended) downwards according to the global coordinate
system. The M−1
m;1 is an inverse rotational matrix of basic branch. Inverse
−1
matrix Mm;0 is defined as the identity matrix at start. Similarly for the
minor subbranch, the matrix M−1
m;2 is updated, where rotation angle α1 is
exchanged for α2 .
Lengths of new segments, major subbranch l1 and minor subbranch l2 , to
the next branch segment (branching), are:
)
)
(
(r
S1
(8)
, M g,w , mg,w ,
r1 = max min
S0
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Figure 2: Rotation axis vector determination for gravimorphism. Throughout branching
structure development, vector ym pointing downwards, is updated. By its multiplication
with vector along a branch, y, a rectangular vector to both is obtained y×ym , determining
the gravimorphism axis.

(
r2 = max min

(r

S2
, M g,w
S0

L1 = r1 L0 ,
l1 =

)

)
, mg,w

L2 = r2 L0 ,

klg,w L1 ,

l2 =

klg,w L2 ,

,

(9)
(10)
(11)

were three parameterized variables are used. The parameters mg,w ∈ [0, 20]
and M g,w ∈ [0, 20] set lower and upper limits for coefficients r1 and r2 ,
which are given by polygonial structure (control points), as seen in Fig. 3.
r1 determines relative length of major subbranch, L1 , dependent on length
of basic branch L0 , while r2 determines relative length of minor subbranch,
L2 . Parameter klg,w is a scaling factor, by which actual branch lengths are
computed, i.e. the major l1 and minor l2 , respectively.
3. Evolutionary Computer Vision and Reconstruction of Vectorized Parameterized Procedural Tree Model
In this section, our evolutionary computer vision approach is outlined.
The construction of parameterized procedural tree model is evolved iteratively and stirred by computer vision. Through evolution, computer vision
part of the approach evaluates certain iteration by comparing projections
of an evolved model to reference images. For iterative evolution, a differential evolution optimization algorithm is used. An overview of our initial
three-dimensional reconstruction approach from [108] is given, where the jDE
algorithm [12] was combined with the numerically coded procedural model
of woody plants from EcoMod framework [109, 104] (subsect. 2.4). Threedimensional woody plant models are reconstructed from images by evolving
the parameters of the procedural model. An evolved model is evaluated based
on comparison of two-dimensionally rendered images. Its fitness is better
(i.e. takes smaller values) for images with greater similarity to a reference
12

Algorithm 1 Procedural tree model geometrical structure calculation [108].
Recursive procedure is called using branchsegment(0, 0, S, 1, l00,0 , I, I), I denoting an
identity matrix.
1: procedure branchsegment(g, w, S0 , L0 , l0 , M0 , M−1
m;0 )
Require: g, w - Gravelius and Weibull index of base branch; S0 - number of strands
in base branch; L0 , l0 - base branch relative and actual length; M0 - base branch
coordinate system; M−1
m;0 - inverse matrix of rotations for gravimorphism in coordinate
system for base branch; global (i.e. part of breeder) kd , kc , ltype , ksg,w , M g,w ,mg,w ,
g,w
, αg,w , t, kf , ws , wg
klg,w , αm
Ensure: rendered
tree image
√
2: d := kd S0 ; {thickness calculation from Mandelbrot}
3: render base branch(M0 , l0 , d);
4: if S0 = 1 then
5:
render leaves(ltype ); return;
6: end if
= S0 − o
S1 ; {number of strands in subbranches}
7: S1 := d1 +nksg,w (S
0 − 2)e, S2 o
nq
S1
g,w
8: r1 := max min
, mg,w ; {branch length proportions based on strands}
S ,M
o
o
n
nq 0
S2
g,w
g,w
,
M
,
m
;
9: r2 := max min
S0

10: L1 := r1 L0 , L2 := r2 L0 ; {relative lengths of subbranches}
g,w
11: l1 := klg,w
qL1 , l2 := kl L2 ; {active subbranch lengths}

12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:

α1 := kc SS20 αg,w , α2 := αg,w − α1 ; {branching angles}
g,w
M1 := Rz (α1 )Ry (αp )Ry×ym (αm
)Ty (l0 )M0 ; {translation and rotation matrices}
g,w
M2 := Rz (α2 )Ry (αp )Ry×ym (αm
)Ty (l0 )M0 ;
−1
g,w
M−1
:=
R
(−α
)R
(−α
)R
y×y
y
p
x (−αx (t))Rz (−α1 − αz (t))Mm;0 ; {refreshing inm
m
m;1
verse matrix for construction of gravimorphism vector}
−1
g,w
M−1
m;2 := Ry×ym (−αm )Ry (−αp )Rx (−αx (t))Rz (−α2 − αz (t))Mm;0 ;
−1
branchsegment(g + 1, w + 1, S2 , L2 , l2 , M2 , Mm;2 ); {minor branch development}
branchsegment(g, w + 1, S1 , L1 , l1 , M1 , M−1
m;1 ); {major branch development}
return; {from recursive procedure call}
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Figure 3: Interactive design of auxiliary parameters αg and αw for local procedural model
branching angle parameters αg,w .

model. The parameters of the procedural model are encoded in genotype of
an individual jDE population vector. This reconstruction approach was also
extended to multi-objective optimization [103].
In the following of this section, parts of existing optimization approach [108]
are further described:
• the genotype encoding,
• genotype-phenotype mapping, and
• its fitness evaluation.
Alongside, improvements are suggested as extension of the approach, such as
• improved initialization: a library of initial tree procedural models is
used for a memetic initialization of first population, to use as much
heuristic pre-knowledge on the problem at hand, and therefore speedup the convergence,
• vector encoding: the proposed approach improvements using new encoding aspect needs less space to encode a solution compared to the
original approach, and
• image processing for feature detection in reference images: the approach is now useful in reconstruction of procedural models based on
photographs of real trees.
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3.1. Reference Image Preprocessing
Since we use real tree reference images, which is different from the generated input reference model in [108, 103], the input images first need to be
processed as follows.
To extract and segment a tree from a photo zF , the photo is first normalized. Then, a trunk of the tree is sought to be found on a copy of the image
as described in the following paragraph. Finally, the tree is segmented and
centered on the trunk. The segmentation approach extensively uses thresholding [45], where the input photo image elements (pixels) are encoded to
red, green, blue (RGB) format with 8 bits for each color and an average value
in colors is taken to compare against a threshold.
To find trunk position, all pixels between the threshold values of tlow 1 =
0 and thigh 1 = 200 are replaced with white, and all other pixels (201 to
255) with black, i.e. binarized (thresholded) so that all values below 200 are
taken as material and all the rest are considered as background of the image
(e.g. sky) to be filtered away. Then, from 90% to 95% of height of the image,
a band is cropped from the image and applied a Gaussian blur, with radius
rblur rle2 = 50 [45], then thresholded again with threshold values tlow 2 = 200
and thigh 2 = 255 to remove smaller branches and other material smaller
than trunk. The thresholded band is scaled down into a line of pixels by
cubic interpolation and thresholded again using the latter thresholds again
to further remove any possible non-trunk material. The trunk center is then
found at the center of the left and right tree edge within the band, found
using the first pixels differing from black in pixel-wise sweeping from the first
pixel in the right direction (left trunk edge) and from the last pixel in the
left direction (right trunk edge). This method presumes a single trunk on
the image, however otherwise a largest continuous material pixel block found
using this method might be chosen.
This block is declared as base trunk start, and the rest of material (surrounding trees and image artefacts) in the image is removed. First, the all
the pixels that have color sufficiently close (as determined by the color similarity constraint tchange color = 40) to the sky color Csky (empirically set as
the pixel color at position (50,100) in the image), are selected and cleared
away as white color [45]. Second, the image is thresholded using tlow 3 = 240
and thigh 3 = 255 and then only continuous connected pixels of material to
the trunk block center are selected using fuzzy selection [45] over colors similarity constraint tchange color = 40 (Fig. 9, middle). Essentially, the color at
the specified coordinates is measured and the selection expands outwards
from that point to any adjacent pixels which are not significantly different
(as determined by the color constraint value). This process continues until
no more expansion is possible [45].
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The whole image is then centered by croping out and transforming the
fuzzy selection in center of the image, compensating the obtained trunk to
be aligned. Also, all pixels below the 95% height are cleared as non-material
to fixate the trunk base start for comparison with evolved models, which
are rendered to start growing at this location in rendered evolved images.
Also, the image layer is resized in width to be same to the height parameter,
keeping the tree in the middle. Finally, a 250x250 pixels image z∗ is obtained
by scaling the image down to this resolution (see Fig. 9, bottom).
3.2. Genotype Encoding
In a population, we encode an individual genotype vector x as a set of procedural model parameters. A genotype xi = {xi,j } ∈ [0, 1], ∀j ∈ {1, ..., D} of
dimension D is floating-point encoded (as given in Table 1), and is changed
using evolutionary operators in jDE. In genotype, index j denotes a component index and runs for the vector parameters now as j = o + g for Gravelius
auxiliary parameters and j = o + 15 + w for Weibull auxiliary parameters,
with o denoting an offset index where a vector parameter encoding begins in
the genotype (note a change to this indexing from [108, 103], where auxiliary parameters were not used for encoding but full matrices were encoded as
j = o+(50∗g +w)). The matrix parameters are now computed using Eqs. 1–
6 after decoding their corresponding auxiliary parameter vectors. This decreases matrix parameter encoding from Dg Dw = 750 (used in [108, 103]) to
Dg + Dw = 65 scalar values. The main goal and contribution of paper is so
to lower problem dimensionality needed for encoding local parameters from
previous 6 matrices of 750 scalar values (D = 4509 total dimensionality [108])
down to 390 (D = 395 new total dimensionality).
3.3. Genotype-phenotype Mapping
Our reconstruction approach in [108] is based on reconstruction of two∗
dimensional tree images z∗ = {zx,y
}, ∀x ∈ {0, ..., X–1}, ∀y ∈ {0, ..., Y –1},
which are segmented from a digital camera photo zF , respectively. To compare a three-dimensional tree evolved with the use of a genotype x to the reference image z∗ , the encoded D-dimensional genotype x is first transformed
in its phenotype. We define phenotype as a set of rendered two-dimensional
i
images zi = {zx,y
}, ∀x ∈ {0, ..., X − 1}, ∀y ∈ {0, ..., Y − 1}. We compute a
phenotype by rendering its genotype x, which is presented by breeder input
to the parameterized procedural model for a tree in EcoMod. A geometrical
model based on these parameters and a phenotype image is then rendered
using Algorithm 1.
Images to compare, z∗ and zi , are all of dimensionality X × Y pixels,
since the reference image is scaled to the given resolution, if necessary. We
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Table 1: Encoding of parameters in an individual vector.

Parameter

Formula

Number of strands
in a tree (tree complexity)
Height of base
trunk
Coefficient
of
branch thickness
Phyllotaxis angle
Gravicentralism
impact (i.e. main
trunk uprightness)
Branching ratio of
subbranch strands
distribution
Branching
angle
between dividing
sub-branches
Minimum relative
sub-branch to base
branch length
Maximum relative
sub-branch to base
branch length
Branch length scaling factor
Gravimorphism
impact
(i.e. gravitational
bending)

S = 400xi,0 + 10

Interval (scalar /
matrix)
S ∈ [10, 410]

l00,0 = 10xi,1

S ∈ [0 m, 10 m]

kd = 0.05xi,2

kd ∈ [0, 0.05]

αp = 360xi,3
kc = xi,4

αp ∈ [0◦ , 360◦ ]
kc ∈ [0, 1]

ksg = 0.5xi,j +0.5, ∀j ∈ [5, 19] ksg,w ∈ [ 12 , 1]
ksw = 2xi,j , ∀j ∈ [20, 69]
αg = 180xi,j ,∀j ∈ [70, 84]
αw = 2xi,j ,∀j ∈ [85, 134]

αg,w ∈ [0◦ , 180◦ ]

mg = 10xi,j , ∀j ∈ [135, 149]
mw = 2xi,j , ∀j ∈ [150, 199]

mg,w ∈ [0, 20]

M g = 10xi,j , ∀j ∈ [200, 214]
M w = 2xi,j , ∀j ∈ [215, 264]

M g,w ∈ [0, 20]

klg = 10xi,j , ∀j ∈ [265, 279]
klg,w ∈ [0, 20]
klw = 2xi,j , ∀j ∈ [280, 329]
g
g,w
αm
= 360xi,j − 180, ∀j ∈ αm
∈ [−180◦ , 180◦ ]
[330, 344]
w
αm
= 2xi,j , ∀j ∈ [345, 394]
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convert both of the images to black and white, marking white (0) pixels
as background and black (1) pixels as material (i.e. black, wood material).
After such binarization, the evolved procedural model is compared twice to
the reference images, where the renderings differ by camera view angle of
β = 90◦ along the trunk base. The camera position change is to favor generating three-dimensional procedural models. If we denote the Algorithm 1 as
function r, then zi = r(x, βi ), i = {1, 2} where β1 = 0◦ and β2 = 90◦ . Using
such rendering, we attain good enough information on where tree material is
in the scene apart from the background so as to guide the reconstruction.
3.4. Comparison of Phenotype and Reference Images
We express phenotype evaluation as reconstruction error. Reconstruction
error is measured by sum of differences in the reference original image and
the generated rendered images of evolved parameterized procedural models:
f (x) = f (r(x, β1 ), r(x, β2 )) = e(z1 ) + e(z2 ).

(12)

We chose to compare the images pixel-wise to calculate differences. In
the evolved image, for each pixel rendered as non-background, we compute
the Manhattan distance to the nearest non-background pixel of the reference image, and vice-versa [9]. A sum of these distances adds to the fitness
evaluation:
X
X
∗
i
i
∗
m1 (zx,y
, zx,y
),
(13)
m1 (zx,y
, zx,y
)+
e(zi ) =
x,y

x,y

where m1 denotes a function which computes a Manhattan distance to the
nearest pixel in an image z∗ that is set to 1. In the nearest pixel search,
when none is found (i.e. no material pixels drawn on image), the individual
is marked as unfeasible and its fitness is assessed worse than any feasible one,
a simple way to handle this constraint [107]. Two photographic images at two
different view angles are used (i ∈ {1, 2}) as a set of reference tree images in
assessment of the approach (versus one, shown in previous works [108, 103];
the approach however would allow arbitrary number of reference images by
supplying more different projections),
The single-objective algorithm outline of differential evolution for reconstruction of procedural woody plant models is given in [108]. The algorithm
wraps two jDE loops and after termination of these DE loops, the algorithm
returns the best vector of parameterized procedural models as output. The
Algorithm 2 is used in experiment results presented in this paper.
An extended algorithm which returns a set of such solutions in a multiobjective optimization manner is presented in [103]. For tree model reconstruction using multi-objective approach, individual vectors in a DE popula18

Algorithm 2 Reconstruction of a parameterized procedural 3D model of a
woody plant from an image.
1: procedure reconstruction(z∗ )
Require: S0 - maximum number of strands in base branch; also, other default parameters
1
2
for jDE [12] and EcoMod [109, 104]; zx,y
and zx,y
- two preprocessed reference images
Ensure: reconstructed parameterized procedural 3D model of a woody plant
2: use Nlib memetic models to initialize first Nlib population vectors
3: uniform randomly generate the rest of initial population
4: for DE generation loop g (while NFEs < NmaxFEs ) do
5:
for DE iteration loop i (for all individuals xi,g of a population) do
6:
DE individual
( xi,g creation (adaptation, mutation, crossover):
Fl + rand1 × Fu if rand2 < τ1 ,
7:
Fi,G+1 =
;
Fi,G
otherwise
(
rand3 if rand4 < τ2 ,
8:
CR i,G+1 =
;
CR i,G otherwise
9:
vi,G+1 = x(
r1 ,G + Fi,G+1 (xr2 ,G − xr3 ,G );
vi,j,G+1 if rand(0, 1) ≤ CR or j = jrand
10:
ui,j,G+1 =
;
xi,j,G
otherwise
11:
DE fitness evaluation (first, genotype-phenotype mapping; second, rendering:
execution of Algorithm 1 twice per genotype; third, comparison: difference
metric repeated with 90◦ rotation for 3D; and finally fourth, fitness function
calculation)
12:
z1 = r(uP
i,g , β1 ), z2 = r(ui,g , βP
2)
∗
∗
1
1
13:
e(z1 ) = x,y m1 (zx,y
, zx,y
) + x,y m1 (zx,y
, zx,y
);
P
P
2
2
∗
∗
);
14:
e(z2 ) = x,y m1 (zx,y , zx,y ) + x,y m1 (zx,y , zx,y
15:
f (ui,g ) = f (g(ui,g , β1 ), g(ui,g , β2 )) = e(z1 ) + e(z2 );
16:
DE selection:(
ui,G+1 if f (ui,G+1 ) < f (xi,G )
17:
xi,G+1 =
;
xi,G
otherwise
18:
end for
19: end for
20: return the best individual obtained;
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tion are evaluated using multi-objective DE, i.e. MOjDE [103]. The vectors
again encode parameters of the procedural model for an evolved tree. Using these parameters, two-dimensional image projections are rendered and
compared to a tree image using two objective criteria for optimization. The
use of multi-objective approach gives the decision maker a chance to select
the final reconstruction model. The user therefore can choose among criteria weights on the basis of approximation set results, i.e. the criteria are
not preference-ordered. The genotype-phenotype mapping and reference image mapping are same for the multi-objective approach the single objective
approach [108]. The reconstruction success in [108] is measured by single criterion of similarity between the reference original images and the generated
rendered images of evolved parameterized procedural models. In [103], the
similarity of these images is compared using two different and independent
criteria. This paper however, only uses single-objective optimization.
4. Post-processing of Parameterized Procedural Tree Model
Possible post-processing utilization of the reconstructed procedural models, is their animation. Therefore we show how to animate the reconstructed
models by simulating tree growth, wind sway animation, and adding leaves.
By default in the Alg. 1, these are turned off (i.e. wg = ws = 0 and t = 1).
4.1. Tree Growth Modeling
To simulate tree growth, a tree growth model is used, and the simulated
tree can then be animated. Tree growth model is based on strand model,
where the total number of strands in a tree is increased gradually. To linearly
grow a tree with years, the number of strands S is quadratically increased
with years, i.e. the base trunk thickness increases linearly with years. Also
gradually with years, the height of base trunk l00,0 is increased (scales all
branches in the tree). If growing years are normalized and denoted as t, for
0
animation the number of strands S 0 and the base trunk height l00,0 are:
S 0 = t2 S,

0

l00,0 = t2 l00,0 .

(14)

An example of tree growth animation is shown in Fig. 5 on left, where the
first tree on left has S = 100 strands (t = 0.01) and the last grown, S = 1000
(t = 1.0).
4.2. Wind Sway Modeling
Wind impact is modeled in two types: wind sway and wind bending.
The first is a result of undirected tensions and the second a result of strong
20

Figure 4: Branch rotations with directed and undirected wind.

directed wind. Parameters affecting the model are branch elasticity kf , actual
branch length l0 , undirected wind power ws , direction of a strong wind w,
and power of the strong directed wind wg .
For animation of undirected wind impact, a branch is rotated around vector product of branch axis and perpendicular branch axis (Fig. 4). Rotation
angles are denoted as αx and αz and are computed for a certain branch b,
dependent on time t:
αx (t) = ws (1 − kf )l0 sin(t + Rx,b ),

(15)

αz (t) = ws (1 − kf )l0 sin(t + Rz,b ),

(16)

where Rx,b and Rz,b are pseudo-random offset angle numbers for each branch
(Rx,b , Rz,b ∈ [0, 2π]). In such way, the branches seem to move independently
from one another and this improves animated reality.
At animating directed wind, a normalized vector of wind direction w0
determines branch bending direction. Wind gust power of directed wind wg
determines rotation angle αw around vector w (Fig. 4), which is dependent
on number of strands S0 :
S0
(17)
αw = w g .
S
The vector w0 is obtained by:
w0 = y × M−1
w w,

(18)

where y denotes a vector in current branch local coordinate system, pointing
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Figure 5: Tree animation post-processing on sample trees: growth simulation (left) and
wind gust simulation (right).

Figure 6: Example leaf textures, from left to right: beech, maple, oak, conifer (pine),
willow.

towards y and matrix M−1
w denotes inverse transformation of the local coordinate system into coordinate system of the base trunk, where w vector is
expressed. To compute w0 , inverse matrix M−1
w is updated during structure
computation after each transformation by executing an inverse transformation. Thus, matrix M−1
w;1 for the major subbranch is obtained from matrix
−1
Mw;0 of the current branch as:
g,w
M−1
w;1 = Ry×ym (−αm )Ry0 (−αp )Rx0 (−αx (t))
Rz0 (−α1 − αz (t))Rw0 (−αw )M−1
w;0 ,

(19)

where w0 denotes a vector in the direction of wind from base trunk coordinate
system, expressed in the local coordinate system. Vectors x0 and y0 point
in axis directions x and y, expressed in local coordinate system of current
branch. R denotes rotation matrix for certain direction (around axis, vector)
for a given angle. After wind rotations, we move along tree structure and
recursively continue branching structure development. Wind impact on tree
is seen in Fig. 5 on right, where the wind impact power is first wg = 1.5 and
then wg = 2.5.
4.3. Leaf Modeling
The leaves are distributed along a branch according to a selected distribution and rendered on a square shape with a texture having possibility of
transparency to enable arbitrary leaf outline (see Fig. 6 for examples). The
leaf distribution list is as in Corel Bryce [93]. If there is an odd number of
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Figure 7: Distributions of leaves, from left to right: stacked (1), staggered (2), spiral (3),
bunched (4), and coniferous (5).

leaves, one is put at end cone of the branch. Other leaves are distributed
according to one of possible types (Fig. 7):
• stacked: the leaves are put in pairs each on one side of branch, pointing
perpendicular to the branch axis,
• staggered: the leaves exchanged on each side of a branch, pointing
perpendicular to the branch axis,
• spiral: the leaves spirally continue along a branch, pointing perpendicular to the branch axis,
• bunched: the leaves are all concentrated at the end of a branch, or
• coniferous: the leaves are distributed along branch bending forward to
the branch end.
5. Results: Processed Images, Reconstructed Models, and Their
Animation Examples
In this section, reconstruction and post-processing abilities and specifics
of the approach are discussed and displayed, including tree segmentation and
reconstruction, procedural animations, and further editing of branch features
like branching and leaves.
5.1. Implementation Specifics
The EcoMod application [104] allows interactive modeling of natural trees
and has an integrated simulator which simulates life of trees within ecosystem considering real terrain data. The interactive modeler component features rapid, yet flexible construction (parameterization) of new 3D procedural
models for tree species. Parameterized procedural models can be used to instantiate differently personalized individual geometrical models of trees for
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Figure 8: Architectural configuration of EcoMod application components.

same species, with different age and environmental impact. The obtained
models of trees are used to animate spontaneous afforestation of forests during several centuries. To create a visually realistic distribution of trees across
landscape, simulator for life of trees is used. The simulator considers real terrain data (DEM - Digital Terrain Model elevation data, obtained mostly by
LiDAR [41]) and computes living conditions for trees to simulate biological principles. Main living conditions considered are height above sea level,
slope, sun, and wind. Trees compete between them selves for survival. In the
simulation, seed distribution is patterns are also considered, where communities of trees grow together at similar areas. Several hints and experience is
used from literature to gain performance in the simulation process and create
a realistic visualization of an emerging ecosystem.
The EcoMod application1 is written in C++, uses Qt4 and OpenGL,
and therefore runs on several operating systems (Linux, Mac, Win32), processor architectures (32/64-bit), and compiles using C++ compilers (GCC,
MinGW, MSVC). Joining the previous works [108, 103, 104], it now consists
of four main interconnected components (see Fig. 8), each having a special
purpose:
1. Tree reconstructor component includes differential evolution algorithms:
single-objective and multi-objective version. Both DEs include initialization, mutation, crossover, and selection operators, where the selection for multi-objective DE is the main difference between both types
of DEs. For evaluation in the initialization and selection operators,
both DE versions interact through one or more reconstruction fitness
1

The application is also listed on SourceForge and Softpedia and cited in patents [37].
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evaluators in the computer vision and image processing part of the
reconstructor, with the second component: the tree modeler, to estimate the reconstruction success. This component is originally not
included in [104], but is included in [108, 103]. The tree segmentation
preprocessing is implemented in Scheme as an Script-Fu script for The
GIMP [45] and executed prior to the reconstruction, whereas its output
is then put as input to this reconstructor EcoMod component.
2. Modeler of 3D geometrical natural trees is the second and core, much
interactive component of the application. The procedural model of
the tree is based on Holton strand model, but is modified/improved
in many ways, e.g. for easier parameterization or additional animation
techniques. It allows interactive parameterization of procedural tree
model with use of graphs and other interactive widgets. Obtained parameters are saved in a flat file, where float numbers are saved in plain
text format. A library collection of such files is included with distribution of the application which can load these files for even faster modeling results. Rendering of a procedural model is done using OpenGL,
and OpenGL context is reserved through Qt4 [61] widget QGLWidget [79].
3. Visualization of ecosystems is the next component, rendering a real terrain data landscape [104]. Vertex buffer is used for landscape mesh visualization. The code uses OpenGL extensions in a platform-independent
manner. Tree models are obtained from the 3D modeler part and placed
on growth locations of trees from ecosystem growth simulation. A scene
may include up to several hundred thousand trees, i.e. collectively more
than 100,000,000 triangles. Instantiated procedural models are therefore simplified according to the level of detail, or removed by culling to
view frustum to speed up the visualization.
4. Artificial life simulation of trees/plants within the ecosystem is a realdata living condition, plant competition, and plant spread model [104].
Stochastic simulation with a LCG random generator is used. The real
data is obtained from Digital Elevation Model (GIS-like data), and
moisture, windiness and sunniness of loaded terrain is calculated on
the fly. This component can be used as a framework, perhaps to use
some algorithms for other multidisciplinary purposes.
5.2. Processed Images, Reconstructed Models, and Their Animation Examples
We have assessed the extended approach algorithm on a real forest tree
(Fig. 9), after we have taken its two photos by a digital camera at winter when
it had no leaves. These photos were in dimensions 1944x2592 (5038848 pixels
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Figure 9: Two reference tree photos taken at real terrain, at 0 and 90 degree view angle
(top); then, binarized and cut (middle), and scaled to sampling rate (bottom).
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Figure 10: Convergence graph of a typical run of the best evolved model fitness: binary
versus exponential crossover with a DE variant algorithm.

in RGB), and the tree trunk was centered on the image, based on sweeping
pixels at height 2332. On the first image (Fig. 9, left), the trunk corners are
found at pixels 689 and 788, respectively; therefore the trunk is moved 233
pixels to the right. On the second image (Fig. 9, right), the trunk corners are
found at pixels 1033 and 1082, respectively; therefore the trunk is moved 85
pixels to the left. The sampling rate dimension of the rendered parameterized
procedural model was set to 250x250 (same as in [108]) and the base trunk
was put 12 pixels from bottom of the sampled images. The maximal number
of strands in the tree was set to S = 410, and the maximal number of fitness
evaluations (NFEs ) for jDE algorithm to NmaxFEs =1e+7 and NP = 100. A
pre-designed library of Nlib = 68 flat file tree configurations was loaded from
default EcoMod library and encoded in first Nlib jDE population vectors
at initialization. This initialization is memetic [81, 58], since it uses good
known models of pre-designed trees to include as much knowledge about the
problem into optimizer. The loaded models differed from the target model
being reconstructed, but were included as an aim to insert some domainknowledge on viable model designs. The remaining parameters were kept as
default in original algorithms from literature [12, 108, 104]. The convergence
graph of a typical jDE/rand/1/bin algorithm run (obtaining a fitness value
of 20699) on this case is seen in Fig. 10, and is also drawn along a typical run
of jDE/rand/1/exp for reference (obtaining a fitness value of 23269). Since
jDE has been proven experimentally to outperform DE in [108], we only
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Figure 11: Obtained evolved model projections rendered and use in animation (from left
topmost to bottom rightmost): projection at 0◦ and 90◦ , wind impact animation, tree
with leaves, and branch segmented wire-frame skeleton.

compare two variants of crossover here, namely exponential and binary, both
which are defined as variants in the basic DE [84]. The obtained evolved
model using the better performing jDE/rand/1/bin is seen in Fig. 11 and
its digital information on parameter values in Table 2. Animation of the
model is also shown with wind applied. The reconstructed model has S =
210 strands. The strand and branching distributions is shown in Fig. 12.
Although the reconstruction is not a perfect match, this approach tackles a
promising solution and gives prospects for future research.
5.3. Observed constraints of the proposed approach
To compare and differentiate our approach to some of the best existing
methods generally in all of tree modelling, the proposed method however
still cannot replace these in all of their features, since they are enriched with
input information from a user by a much greater extent, incomparable to our
almost-noninteractive method. The main remaining current drawbacks of
our method is the long time needed to reconstruct a model (with comparison
to non-evolution based methods), as with other most similar methods [9]
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12: Obtained evolved model strand (a) and branching angles (b) distribution.
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Table 2: Parameters in the best obtained vector for jDE/rand/1/bin.
Scalar Parameters
Vector Parameters
g index
ksg
1
0.259174
2
0.286159
3
0.0665438
4
0.0151162
5
0.529339
6
0.0732483
7
0.603044
8
0.984271
9
0.725388
10
0.431324
11
0.0543041
12
0.490494
13
0.465464
14
0.491221
15
0.255158
w index
ksw
1
0.124255
2
0.393839
3
0.0322258
4
0.084875
5
0.0531303
6
0.225792
7
0.00514367
8
0.14824
9
0.0166189
10
0.805568
11
0.650558
12
0.511334
13
0.637426
14
0.847487
15
0.907934
16
0.557487
17
1
18
0.547821
19
0.63034
20
0.253189
21
0.637247
22
0.373326
23
0.832557
24
0.58816
25
0.946823
26
0.232239
27
0.0297818
28
0.560058
29
0.427268
30
0.804651
31
0.318618
32
0.270351
33
0.959695
34
0.920367
35
0.488731
36
0.471349
37
0.285308
38
0.183455
39
0
40
0.876161
41
0.491063
42
0.262401
43
0.7734
44
0.0858274
45
0.713281
46
0.998701
47
0.814078
48
0.79133
49
0.317027
50
0.229244

S = 365
g

α
0.840181
0.448218
0.0713003
0.480441
0.226425
0.776022
0.099364
0.166724
0.351036
0.293691
0.966403
0
0.468298
0.199922
0.90664
αw
0.035142
0.991932
0.549042
0.754613
0.902993
0.857817
0.269629
0.127497
0.952327
0.674108
0.490418
0.00164612
0.58356
0.17043
0.811318
0.697235
0.00920257
0.868996
0.487393
0.992361
0.784089
1
0.405329
0.151257
0.143551
0.640602
0.737989
0.118796
0.638557
0.0625122
0.990723
0.939202
0.794993
0.145933
0.961432
0.873935
0.150983
0.353134
0.848189
0
0.0731561
0.369794
0.56468
0.237629
0.301006
0.302392
0.566919
0.943338
0
0.123737

0,0

l0

= 0.120184 m

g

kd = 0.00114948
g

m
0.537547
0.242243
0.711207
0.548123
0.33625
0.998023
0.0209494
0.125806
0.605832
0.620966
0.972341
0.151498
0.533838
0.0128138
0.399066
mw
0.0232707
0.0253181
0.0476276
0.0258841
0.000771554
0.865774
0.130389
0
0.220443
0.0187574
0.0245698
0.584911
0.780067
0.845909
0.151332
0.652078
0.605534
0.327833
0.57271
0.0258183
0.340593
0.78788
0.846369
0.228008
0.975717
0.432257
0
0.012562
0.189165
0.049744
0.756977
0
1
0.0334555
0.290521
0.924517
0.114717
0.893665
0.523547
0.114702
0.315665
0.311994
0.0289906
0.392602
0.718389
0.988949
0.983028
0.893702
0.306044
0.724203

M
0.527457
0.559821
0.726034
0.956213
0.354763
0.51492
0.853059
0.09156
0.15366
0.451123
0.612564
0.521322
0.489742
0.419655
0.0776686
Mw
0.632439
0.394469
0.851747
0.859417
0.607421
0.301288
0.7022
0.947118
0.993819
0.0140625
0.497626
0.622577
0.460463
0
0.924979
0.343438
0.590754
0.0968666
0.725285
0.630104
1
0.823248
0.0569699
0.109017
0.474716
0.121421
0.785566
1
0.415157
0.752462
0.496725
0.608133
0.644945
0.100147
0.788464
0.53275
0.552579
0.374574
0.893475
0.109483
0.122571
1
0.0620664
0.122593
0.0726703
0.554708
0.491869
0.172156
0.477498
0.652574
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αp = 221.735

kc = 0.914406

klw

αg
m
0.785676
0.788295
0.0963697
0.998675
0.476096
0.586995
0.175859
0.735825
0
0.953051
0.0812307
0.552309
0.395804
0.0312574
0
αw
m
0.304891
0.634668
0.690341
0.892193
0.945701
0.004101
0.075841
0.133265
0.890209
0.22026
0.626827
0.071912
1
0.438695
0.842414
0.216581
0.368461
0.865834
0.031422
0.587557
0.247224
0.363907
0.465614
0.553545
0.428702
0.898152
0.574129
0.120772
1
0.251106
0.324226
0.324215
0.530413
0.770948
0.178937
0.483599
0.679933
0.845784
1
0.731173
0.87788
0.14324
0.95886
0.812891
0.629926
0.117185
0.89753
1
0.183303
1

0.40025
0.23468
0
0.487262
0.973355
0.136083
0.465912
0.972484
0.328521
0.0466292
0.673793
0.325797
0.300354
0.849655
0.892056
klw
0.642522
0.91989
0.996609
0.998202
0.56192
0.932245
0.327275
0.924652
0.845121
0.225274
0.113003
0.861103
0.1587
0.171801
0.472695
0.504327
0.275307
0.879759
0.066202
0.062583
0.279653
0.142123
0.880264
0.291228
0.123874
0.698558
0.612583
0.1471
0.483894
0.073871
0.38416
0.156709
0.107083
0.029659
0.494832
0.677704
0.881189
0.160442
0.555512
0.982997
0.893841
0.427286
0.527777
0.720154
0.314311
0.129567
0.279779
0.19022
0.884963
0.785412

and a lack of more metrices for specialized image features comparison (due
in future work).
However, where much less human interaction is involved, we seem to get
furthest in how little human interaction could be necessary to model a tree,
such as supplying only two real-case photos (which however, might still need
be in certain constraints which are not widely tested as of yet). Below is
a list of information needed as input from the user for a certain modeling
approach, and the result type obtained (2D/3D), which by greater extent
differentiates among the approaches:
• 3D position based input methods for voxel representation of a tree [2,
113, 30, 65]: they are input all the 3D information using a 3D scanner
– the data input magnitude is an order higher than our e.g. two twodimensional images vs. clouds of exact 3D point data,
• evolvable L-systems for 2D image reconstruction [5, 9]: input is a single
image, 2D; however, output is also a tree represented only in 2D,
• open evolvable 3D L-systems (no special stirring function included) [95,
100]: since these methods do allow to model 3D trees and without much
interaction, it is hard to stir the output to e.g. real tree imagery,
• specialized, best-output performing 3D tree modelling techniques [60,
88, 16, 71, 51, 101]: they require much more user input as our approach: e.g. at least a full silhouette of the tree; output is generated
as a L-system pattern is repeated until silhouette edges (the L-system
structure is kept unchanged), and
• this approach: input are two 2D photographs (they have certain constraints: a single tree needs to have branches connected and sky background is supposed; however, some bushes might still be allowed on
image, not connected on the projection), and the output is a full 3D
model (stirred by the two 2D photographs to fit the tree photographed).
6. Conclusion
We presented a view of image processing and computer vision in the
context of evolutionary computation, more specifically an evolutionary optimization algorithm, differential evolution; which was used for feature extraction to reconstruct three dimensional procedural models of trees. The
reconstruction is iteratively optimized using DE which samples procedural
tree model parameters to obtain a parameterized procedural model for instantiating a geometrical model. The geometrical models are rendered in
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the EcoMod application system and compared to reference images to guide
the optimization. In this paper, we extended our approach in three stages,
the initialization with library models, genotype encoding with auxiliary parameters, and reference image binarization with semi-automatic alignment.
We demonstrated an example tree reconstruction and shown its procedural
model use with post-processing.
In the future research, segmentation and analysis procedures for automatic tree identification in forest remote sensing imagery and landscape
photography, such as image alignment and base trunk recognition, can be
addressed. Branches of the tree could be detected on photograph as lines
and used as reconstruction metric. Also, while the threshold value of 200
was chosen in our experiments, a different or an adaptive [73, 47, 3] value
could be used in our future work. The current limitations of the segmentation approach are that it assumes a single trunk at the bottom of the image;
that the tree is assumed to be relatively non-connected to other trees on the
image and on a sky background; sky color is taken empirically, and also the
thresholds used. Currently, the segmentation errors detection is not yet addressed, which would be necessary for a more interactive application to e.g.
ubiquitous or robotic devices. All these are a possible research prospects
to be further tackled. Then the reconstructed tree models and the parts of
reconstruction approach itself are prospect to be useful in computer games,
especially in augmented reality games supported on mobile devices, and this
would be an interesting future application area. Parallell reconstruction of
multiple trees from extracted LiDAR data [55] scanned forest is considerable
too, also for estimation of real forest ecosystem parameters [104, 94]. When
calculating tree similarity, volumetric data from evolved model and reference volumetric scan could be used instead of black and white flat images,
i.e. multi-dimensional segmentation, in the future.
This approach also lets user see how a simple meme algorithm deduces
knowledge from almost no information on the underlying tree, incrementally
through learning by fitness function, to a more information-rich, more appropriate final model of the reconstructed tree. It is in this learning process also
an added value of an evolutionary algorithm as a simple scheme which mimics nature to gain knowledge. Since this approach uses a meta-optimization
technique, such technique could be used not only from this approach, but
as some general processor, doing also this reconstruction agent (such as e.g.
robot mind). As a future application in cybernetics, robot vision could also
be enriched using our evolutionary approach as one of autonomous sensing
agents.
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